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I thoroughly enjoyed Eragon, Eldest, Brisingr, and Inheritance of Chris Paolini's The Inheritance Cycle series. Originally
intended as a trilogy, their bestselling success spawned a fourth book, which was a very welcome addition.

The prints told him that the deer had been in the meadow only a half-hour before. Soon they would bed down.
His target, a small doe with a pronounced limp in her left forefoot, was still with the herd. He was amazed she
had made it so far without a wolf or bear catching her. The sky was clear and dark, and a slight breeze stirred
the air. A silvery cloud drifted over the mountains that surrounded him, its edges glowing with ruddy light cast
from the harvest moon cradled between two peaks. Streams flowed down the mountains from stolid glaciers
and glistening snowpacks. Eragon was fifteen, less than a year from manhood. Dark eyebrows rested above his
intense brown eyes. His clothes were worn from work. A hunting knife with a bone handle was sheathed at his
belt, and a buckskin tube protected his yew bow from the mist. He carried a wood-frame pack. Strange tales
and men often came from those mountains, usually boding ill. Despite that, Eragon did not fear the
Spineâ€”he was the only hunter near Carvahall who dared track game deep into its craggy recesses. It was the
third night of the hunt, and his food was half gone. If he did not fell the doe, he would be forced to return
home empty- handed. His family needed the meat for the rapidly approaching winter and could not afford to
buy it in Carvahall. Eragon stood with quiet assurance in the dusky moonlight, then strode into the forest
toward a glen where he was sure the deer would rest. The trees blocked the sky from view and cast feathery
shadows on the ground. He looked at the tracks only occasionally; he knew the way. At the glen, he strung his
bow with a sure touch, then drew three arrows and nocked one, holding the others in his left hand. The
moonlight revealed twenty or so motionless lumps where the deer lay in the grass. The doe he wanted was at
the edge of the herd, her left foreleg stretched out awkwardly. Eragon slowly crept closer, keeping the bow
ready. All his work of the past three days had led to this moment. He took a last steadying breath andâ€”an
explosion shattered the night. Eragon lunged forward, racing through the grass as a fiery wind surged past his
cheek. He slid to a stop and loosed an arrow at the bounding doe. He cursed and spun around, instinctively
nocking another arrow. Behind him, where the deer had been, smoldered a large circle of grass and trees.
Many of the pines stood bare of their needles. The grass outside the charring was flattened. A wisp of smoke
curled in the air, carrying a burnt smell. In the center of the blast radius lay a polished blue stone. Mist snaked
across the scorched area and swirled insubstantial tendrils over the stone. Eragon watched for danger for
several long minutes, but the only thing that moved was the mist. Cautiously, he released the tension from his
bow and moved forward. Moonlight cast him in pale shadow as he stopped before the stone. He nudged it with
an arrow, then jumped back. Nothing happened, so he warily picked it up. Nature had never polished a stone
as smooth as this one. Its flawless surface was dark blue, except for thin veins of white that spiderwebbed
across it. The stone was cool and frictionless under his fingers, like hardened silk. Oval and about a foot long,
it weighed several pounds, though it felt lighter than it should have. Eragon found the stone both beautiful and
frightening. Where did it come from? Does it have a purpose? Then a more disturbing thought came to him:
Was it sent here by accident, or am I meant to have it? If he had learned anything from the old stories, it was
to treat magic, and those who used it, with great caution. But what should I do with the stone? It would be
tiresome to carry, and there was a chance it was dangerous. It might be better to leave it behind. A flicker of
indecision ran through him, and he almost dropped it, but something stayed his hand. At the very least, it
might pay for some food, he decided with a shrug, tucking the stone into his pack. The glen was too exposed
to make a safe camp, so he slipped back into the forest and spread his bedroll beneath the upturned roots of a
fallen tree. After a cold dinner of bread and cheese, he wrapped himself in blankets and fell asleep, pondering
what had occurred. The air was fresh, sweet, and very cold. Ice edged the streams, and small pools were
completely frozen over. After a breakfast of porridge, Eragon returned to the glen and examined the charred
area. The morning light revealed no new details, so he started for home. The rough game trail was faintly worn
and, in places, nonexistent. Because it had been forged by animals, it often backtracked and took long detours.
Yet for all its flaws, it was still the fastest way out of the mountains. The Spine was one of the only places that
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King Galbatorix could not call his own. Stories were still told about how half his army disappeared after
marching into its ancient forest. A cloud of misfortune and bad luck seemed to hang over it. Though the trees
grew tall and the sky shone brightly, few people could stay in the Spine for long without suffering an accident.
Eragon was one of those fewâ€”not through any particular gift, it seemed to him, but because of persistent
vigilance and sharp reflexes. He had hiked in the mountains for years, yet he was still wary of them. He kept
up a brisk pace, and the leagues steadily disappeared. In late evening he arrived at the edge of a precipitous
ravine. The Anora River rushed by far below, heading to Palancar Valley. Gorged with hundreds of tiny
streams, the river was a brute force, battling against the rocks and boulders that barred its way. A low rumble
filled the air. He camped in a thicket near the ravine and watched the moonrise before going to bed. It grew
colder over the next day and a half. Eragon traveled quickly and saw little of the wary wildlife. A bit past
noon, he heard the Igualda Falls blanketing everything with the dull sound of a thousand splashes. The trail led
him onto a moist slate outcropping, which the river sped past, flinging itself into empty air and down mossy
cliffs. Before him lay Palancar Valley, exposed like an unrolled map. The base of the Igualda Falls, more than
a half-mile below, was the northernmost point of the valley. A little ways from the falls was Carvahall, a
cluster of brown buildings. White smoke rose from the chimneys, defiant of the wilderness around it. At this
height, farms were small square patches no bigger than the end of his finger. The land around them was tan or
sandy, where dead grass swayed in the wind. Far in the distance it flowed past the village Therinsford and the
lonely mountain Utgard. Beyond that, he knew only that it turned north and ran to the sea. After a pause,
Eragon left the outcropping and started down the trail, grimacing at the descent. When he arrived at the
bottom, soft dusk was creeping over everything, blurring colors and shapes into gray masses. Aside from
Therinsford, Carvahall was the only village in Palancar Valley. The settlement was secluded and surrounded
by harsh, beautiful land. Few traveled here except merchants and trappers. The village was composed of stout
log buildings with low roofsâ€”some thatched, others shingled. Smoke billowed from the chim neys, giving
the air a woody smell. The buildings had wide porches where people gathered to talk and conduct business.
Occasionally a window brightened as a candle or lamp was lit. Eragon heard men talking loudly in the evening
air while wives scurried to fetch their husbands, scolding them for being late. Overhead, the chimney belched
black smoke.
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The #1 New York Times bestselling Inheritance Cycle about the dragon rider Eragon has sold over 35 million copies and
is an international fantasy sensation. For the first time, here are all four books in one ebook collection.
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Eragon is a persistent and courageous teenager who comes upon a blue dragon egg while deer hunting. Thus his
adventure begins, told in 3rd person, set in a medieval land ruled by an evil emperor.

Chapter 4 : Eragon (Inheritance Cycle Series #1) - free PDF, DOC, FB2, TXT
Perfect for fans of Lord of the Rings, the New York Times bestselling Inheritance Cycle about the dragon rider Eragon
has sold over 35 million copies and is an international fantasy sensation.

Chapter 5 : Read e-book online Eragon (Inheritance, Book 1) PDF - Resgate Chuch Book Archive
Eragon (The Inheritance Cycle #1), Christopher Paolini Eragon is the first novel in the Inheritance Cycle by Christopher
Paolini. After writing the first draft for a year, Paolini spent a second year rewriting and fleshing out the story and
characters.
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Chapter 6 : Eragon: Book One (The Inheritance cycle 1) eBook: Christopher Paolini: www.nxgvision.com: K
3 Synopsis of Eragon, Book One of Inheritance Eragonâ€”a fifteen-year-old farmboyâ€”is shocked when a polished blue
stone appears before him in the range of mountains known as the Spine.

Chapter 7 : Eragon (The Inheritance Cycle, #1) by Christopher Paolini
This was a great book that was very fun! I loved it lots and have re-read it several times it is so fun! If you like fun books,
you should read this!

Chapter 8 : [PDF/ePub Download] eragon inheritance book 1 eBook
Eragon is the first book in the Inheritance cycle, by Christopher Paolini. It was first self-published by the Paolini family in
the summer of , but was re-released by Alfred A. Knopf on August 26, and went on to become a New York Times
bestseller for weeks.
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Despite that, Eragon did not fear the Spineâ€”he was the only hunter near Carvahall who dared track game deep into its
craggy recesses. It was the third night of the hunt, and his food was half gone.
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